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Prez Sez
by Bob Blethen
Where to begin? It has been a long season sitting in the big chair. I’m
contemplating on whether to run again. There never seems to be enough
time to do anything. I have never been much of a planner, although I
have two roving breakfasts planned for next year. Also the holiday party
is being planned by Bill Cusack with a return to The Crowne Plaza in
Natick. Bill and I were tossed into the deep end of the pool right after
the election. The holiday party was coming up, we had scant details. We
made do. The next thing was the calendar; we copied the calendar from
last year. Hindsight being 20/20 we won’t do that for the coming year.
There were a few errors. I am reviewing the calendar and will make
changes as necessary.
September was a busy month, as I write my column I am wondering if
there is some motorcycle related thing I should be doing today. The Larz
Anderson European bike show was the first weekend. I also had a
birthday party to attend on the Vineyard. The First Lady and I finished
the usual chores on Saturday the 7th and drove to Woods Hole to catch
the noon boat. The birthday party was from 3:00pm to 10:00pm. We left
the birthday party at 7:00pm to catch a boat back to Woods Hole. I spent
a good part of my life on the Vineyard, about 25 years. I have a few very
good friends that I don’t see enough of.
I had obligations and had promised Dana I would be in Brookline at or
before 9:00 am with what the Yankee Beemers needed to set up a booth
on the lawn. I had retrieved the club Toy Box from its parking spot the
day before and loaded my Futura into it. After all, I was going to a bike
show I should bring a bike. We couldn’t have asked for better weather.
Larz was very well attended.
The 13th through the 15th found Christine and I at the gathering of the
Clams rally, this was the 20th anniversary party for the Ocean State
BMW club. It was held at Camp Fuller in Wakefield, RI. I had promised
the first lady a private cabin. I suggested she leave work early to secure
said cabin. The accommodations were not to her liking. Friday night
was not getting off to a good start. After an internet search from home I

found a B&B close by. Maybe we should have gone to the BS rally that
was in Williamsburg, MA. We do enjoy the south coast of RI and spent
Saturday cruising around the coast road with a lunch stop at one of RI’s
ubiquitous clam shacks. Saturday night dinner was at Capt. Jacks for a
lobster bake. We, Christine and I have consumed about 20lbs. of lobster
this year. I haven’t seen any
symptoms of the gout yet.
Next on the calendar, was the
Whackey Hat campout at the
Charley Brown campground in
CT, good grief! I took the club
Toy Box, loaded in a bike and
headed to CT after work. Who
knew how fortuitous this was. I
arrived in the dark. Where has
summer gone? After a few BS
sessions I went to bed as it had
been a long day. Arising on
Saturday, I unloaded the Futura
to go to breakfast at the Middle
of Nowhere Diner with Craig
Cleaseby to discover that the Futura wouldn’t start. Craig went on his
way; I set about making the Futura happy. “Batteries Are Us” in
Manchester, CT is my friend, although the State of CT taxes are not.
With the new battery in place, the Futura roared to life. Dwight Nevins
suggested a short ride; we rode over to Wal-Mart in Willimantic to secure
supplies for the evening’s dinner. Dwight and I walked into Wal-Mart
attired in riding gear, me in my Road Crafter and Dwight in his Joe
Rocket jacket. What a pair we must have been? Perhaps we will make
the next addition of the Walmartian’s photo album. We swapped bikes on
the way back, I went to the past on a drum brake shod BMW and Dwight
went to the Futura. The advances in tech are quite apparent between the
two bikes some 25 years apart. Back to the campground, grills fired up
dinner prepared, stomachs filled more BS sessions around the campfire.
Off to bed. The forecast called for heavy rain showers, the stars had
disappeared from the sky while the bull sessions were going on. I packed
up my tent and moved into the toy box to sleep. The sound of rain on the
tin roof of the trailer convinced me I had made a wise choice, no wet tent

in the morning. Former USMC Capt. Richard Gibbons chastised me in
the morning for not taking care of the officer class. My reply, my drill
instructor taught me to get out of the rain, something that was lacking in
OCS.
Two of the YB events in Sept. were lightly attended. The challenge
going forward is how to make the events more attractive to get better
attendance. Also, at the Pemi campout we barely got 50. The three best
events were the Frosty Nutz, with 115 in attendance, The DYR with 190
chicken dinners served Sat. night, and the Lime Rocks Campout with 70
campers. The Frosty Nutz and the Lime Rocks event were potluck
dinners with good riding in the area. Perhaps we should move the
Whackey Hat back to VT to its roots.
There is a board meeting following breakfast at the Willow Brook on
Sunday Oct. 20th. Coffee at 8:00am, breakfast at 8:30. Any and all are
welcome to attend the board meeting, your ideas are valuable, and after
all it is your club. Thanks for reading. Bob

Editor’s Briefs
by John Shields
Wow Bob, that was a great Prez Sez -- full of detail yet sparse of
verbiage and to the point. It made me throw out my briefs and start with a
fresh pair.
Pssst...members only, no bigshots -- for heavens sakes, the next time you
encounter one of our long suffering executives and staffers and rally
runners go on and give them a slap on the back or a hearty handshake for
their labors to bring good things to members. It’s funny, every two years
there’s a new slate who arrives with good intentions but hardly a clue
how things run and it’s a hard road that first year to try and keep
everyone happy -- an impossible dream in itself. So they struggle and
they learn and they get comfortable in the harness and the second year is
always better, tighter and sharper. The club is in good hands and
everything is ok so be nice to the workers, present company excepted.

Boxer Shorts Bends over for the Foodies, Changes Out
Victor Cruz
After 6 years running the annual Boxer Shorts event, we thought it high
time to change our Shorts. They were getting too crusty. And we didn’t
want to wear them in reverse. The Boxer Shorts Rally was on its last
legs. We thought about killing it off, or making it a biennial event. Most
of all, the sound of it was all wrong. Here we were at this “high-thread
count” goings-on (really, it’s only $30 per night to sleep in a cozy bed),
promoting its gourmet meals. Speaking of which, we take special effort
to meet with the head chef to stir up a tasty menu with lots of options.
But “Boxer Shorts” is like the line in the 1967 Steve McQueen classic,
“Cool Hand Luke”: we had … “a failure to communicate.”
There’s nothing appetizing about boxer shorts. The elastic band sewn
into the Boxer Shorts got flimsy, loosening its grip, and causing the
shorts to “drop trou.” Contractually, we were on the hook for 20 heads
and got only 17. Everyone had a great time in Williamsburg, including a
pilot and his wife from New Jersey, and their 80-year old friend from
South Carolina. Others came from Martha’s Vineyard, Burlington, VT
and Rochester, NY. All of them followed Rebecca Cooke on her ride.
I saw a pair of giant bird
sculptures (“Phoenix”)
suspended on chains, 50
yards long with tail feathers,
made out of fire
extinguishers, fans, hubs,
metal corner fence posts,
cylinders … the debris of
construction sites, designed
by the Chinese artist Xu
Bing, hanging in full
splendor at Mass MOCA in
North Adams. You must go
see this monster. It was
amazing. We will continue
with the event September
5-7, 2014 under its new
banner “Foodies in the
Foothills.” Yes, it’s
laughable.

Finger Lakes Rally
sub by Victor Cruz
Finger Lakes Rally Goes into its 40th Year
The roads in this area run up and down steep hills through corn fields and
farm lands. Road conditions are flawless, no frost heaves here, and the
scenery is similar in ways to Vermont, but with wider open spaces. The
Finger Lakes look like some god had clawed its monster hand into the
mountains, furrowing trenches that eventually filled with lake. You don’t
look across the Finger Lakes. You look down at them from up high,
where scores of wineries – 200 of them – sit. Wineries like Doctor
Franks, with great views matched by the quality, gold-medal winning
vines.
There’s lots to do in this area off the saddle too, such as visiting the
impressive Corning Glass or the Curtiss Aviation museum in
Hammondsport. And waterfalls aplenty. One is called “Businessman’s
Lunch.” There are 150 waterfalls within 10 miles of downtown Ithaca.
Tim Wong visited Taughannock (pronounced Tuh-GA-nick), a 215-foot
vertical plunge. That’s 3 stories taller than Niagara Falls. Tim showed me
the video captured on his Android. Kurt Schmucki, Moe, Larry and I
rode blindly past it, like a bunch of biker fools, or mice up the clock.
A Drenching Return Ride
You hear stories about camping in the rain. Rain isn’t so bad. It’s when
you have to decamp in the rain the way Larry Freitas had done at the 39th
annual Finger Lakes Rally over Labor Day weekend… with his full face
helmet on. At least a helmet will keep your head dry. This was no
ordinary rain shower. This was a Finger Lakes wine region rain. This was
stormy black clouds drunk on octopus juice, or something. Zeus was
throwing his thunderbolts. And way too early in the morning for his
antics. It was insane. It put the idea of riding a motorcycle into question.
But ride we had to. It was Labor Day Monday and we had to get back
home, some 400 miles. Some campers were smarter than us YBers and
stayed put until the storm blew over. But the storm did not blow over for
another five hours.

We took some precautions. Like packing the rain suit inside the tent
before going to bed the night before, knowing that a red-dotted storm
front was rolling in. Buckets of cats and dogs came down so hard that
rain gear was rendered useless. Within minutes you got soaked to the
skin like a mangy muskrat. Better to have just skipped the rain suit
altogether.
It was 6 a.m. Rain had been falling at the Hidden Valley Campground off
and on all night. So much crappy bad, the sun didn’t even bother to show
its yellow face. The only thing you can do is to roll up the tent and stuff
it away. Deal with it later. Tents dry quickly enough. The good news was

that it was not windy. Yet, while breaking down camp, a sudden gust
came howling through. One large branch fell and nearly dented the tank
of Moe Lazzaro’s RT.
In the dark we rode out. Downtown Watkins Glen was without
population. No cars or tourist buses. But plenty of water. The streets were
flooded to the foot pegs. You had to ride very slowly. We pressed on.
About 90 mins later we stopped at a Dunkin Donuts, normally a
quotidian stop but this time, an oasis. It was too much an effort to

actually remove our rain jackets. We were too wet to act like normal
people. We just stood there, cold in the A/C, drinking our hot coffees.
When we urged ourselves back out we left a large puddle of water
behind. Sorry ‘bout dat!
We thought we had escaped the worse of the storm. But by the time we
got back on the bikes, the storm had caught up with us, like a huge black
blanket lifting over a coffin that contained your body. It was mean, it was
relentless. It soaked the muskrat once again. Another 20 miles and we’d
be outside of it, the sky turning to cigarette ash color, giving us hope. We
got cleared of the menacing wet until we hit a traffic stop in Greene, NY
on Rt. 206. Some kind of Labor Day marathon event was in progress.
Something where every man, woman, teen, grandma and toddler Tommy
was afoot. We sat so long waiting for the so-called runners to clear, that
we shut off the bikes and cooled our fans. Every minute or so, we’d look
skywards, wondering if the Finger Lakes Muskrat Killer was coming our
way. We just sat there waiting along with a line of cars. Once we got out
of that and hit I-84, we were in the clear. (A pretty interstate.)
That night, when Moe unbundled his ball of a tent, about a gallon of
water poured out of it. The rain was pretty bad, the worse I’ve ever
ridden through. But the other 3 days prior were perfection. Sunny, in the
80s. We hiked the Watkins Glen Gorge Trail and got amazed walking
behind a small waterfall. (Advice: enter at the south entrance, that way,
you’re hiking downhill and you avoid the crowds and tour buses. A $3
shuttle ride takes you back up.) We also had the best Mennonite Pies you
ever had the pleasure of sticking in your pie hole. Just south of Penn Yan
on 14A is a massive flea market, more of a permanent fixture market,
with all manner of things to see and eat. Many of the stalls – from freshly
roasted peanuts to succulent peaches, were operated by young, very
plain-looking Mennonite women. We will be back next year just for the
pies.
Why more YBs don’t go to the Finger Lakes Rally is beyond me. The
FL BMW club does a great job feeding 700 rally-goers. Clean facilities
with toilets and showers that work. A large mess hall that sold breakfast
every morning. Friendly staffers. Riders from NY, VA, PA, TN, KY, SC,
Canada and Michigan. No complaints or complainers. 2014 will be the
40th year anniversary. www.fingerlakesbmw.com

What Works, What Don’t
by John Shields
The Kriega Tank Bag Adapter
Have owned a couple of Kriega waterproof bags and have found them
very useful on any trip as they are waterproof, easy to pack and carry and
come with enough straps to secure it to the bike or just throw it in a
saddlebag. I often thought it would be nice to find some way of mounting
the bags on the tank in lieu of a dedicated tankbag, as it would allow me
to carry more gear than my current tankbag and place some of the load
closer to the CG of the
bike, for improved
handling while packmuling the bike down the
road. Well, Kriega has
come up with the Kriega
Tank Adapter and so far I
like it a lot. The adapter has
fore and aft quick release
connectors and seems able
to fit most of the tanks out
there; it fits both of mine
very well and is secure and
solid on the bikes. Once
mounted you can strap a
US5, US10, US20 and
possibly a US30 if you
have the tank space. You
can also stack the bags by
strapping one to another
then mounting on the
adapter. I like being able to
put all my clothes and personal stuff in one bag like the US20 then carry
it to the bike and mount it right on the tank. It’s particularly effective on
my smaller Triumph allowing me to carry more of the stuff I need for a
trip and keeping it compact and dry.
While the bags aren’t really comparable to a full-on tankbag and it’s
harder to store your normal riding bric-a-brac for it’s a soft bag, overall I
think the increased utility and ease of use outweigh having to find
another place for the maps and earplugs. It’s like this; load the bag up
with your stuff, seal the roll top closure and strap it to your tank adapter

and off you go on another adventure. Get it home, take it off the bike and
dump the contents right into the laundry and you’re done. It works.

The Minx Go from Cambridge Audio
Or, the answer to the question, “how do I get good audio on a camping
trip or rally?” Most of us have seen and heard those inexpensive little
outdoor speakers you can buy here or there for cheap money and really,
you do get what you pay for. I’ve heard most of the less expensive travel
speakers and while they do better the speakers in your smart phone, they
don’t do much for fidelity and seem to detract from the music and their
distortion is usually significant. Better than nothing, I guess.

Ahhh, but the Minx Go is a different setup altogether. It has room filling
distortion free sound punching out of a system that measures about 9+”
by 4+” by 2” and weighs a pound or two. It’s a Bluetooth speaker with a
3.5mm jack for non-wireless sources and it’s powered by an eighteen
(18!) hour lithium-ion battery and it can fill a whole room with sound.
I’ve used it everywhere in the house and recently on a visit to the
Whackey Hat Rally, where it’s sound was admired by the people around
the pavilion.

The bluetooth works great and the setup was easy to do and the unit,
while a little heavy, travels well and sounds incredible, even at higher
volumes. This is one speaker that will crank out the sounds loud and
clear, or, soft and clear, as the desire may be.
The battery is not user-replaceable, but a service agent can replace it with
a new one at the end of its operational life. Top-up time took just under
four hours. When plugged into a wall outlet, a mobile device can be
connected to the included USB charging port to have its battery topped
up. If you like your music and you want a good bluetooth speaker for the
road or home, well, this might be it for around $150.

Ortlieb Waterproof Tank Bag
The Ortlieb tank bag is a robust, well thought out fully-waterproof tank
bag with side mounted quick release fasteners (instead of fore and aft-though there are buckles for that as well) that makes for a very secure
mount on both of my motorcycles and includes quick release fasteners
for the bag to mounting pad and map compartment to bag connections.
It’s reliable and secure with a very
flexible mounting system.
The bag appears bomb-proof with
thoughtful details like the pull tabs to
help you move the substantial
waterproof zipper around the bag, the
slots where you can strap on odds and
ends and even the powerful magnets
included with the bag base -- with the
right tank, you don’t need no straps!
There’s a but here for me, though. As
much as I liked the bag and appreciated
it’s usefulness, in the end the actual bag itself was a little too wide for
handlebar clearance on either of my motorcycles, so back to Aerostich it
went, sadly. 6.3"×13.8"×9.8"/ 850 cu.in. $169

Go East, Old Man: Mired in the Primordial Ooze
by Dexter Ford
Dexter Ford is traveling from Southern California to upstate New York
along mostly obscure roads, on a motorcycle that, by American
standards, is quite tiny. This is the first of his occasional reports from the
paths less traveled.
Taking a solo coast-to-coast trip on a Honda CBR250R seemed like a
good idea initially. But when my motorcycle was stuck in a place without
a name in the middle of the Nevada desert, ankle-deep in the slipperiest,
most evil mud into which I had ever sunk, I had to reconsider.
It was the second day of my journey: just me, my little Honda, some rain
and camping gear and a brace of credit cards. I had fallen in love with the
featherweight CBR when I tested it in 2011, and when Honda offered the
2013 model in nasty toenail-polish red, it had me. My family has an old
lake house in the Adirondacks, so I wanted to to blast around the East
Coast on it. The problem was that I live on the West Coast.
Oh well. Epic road trip. But I set some basic rules for myself: Avoid
freeways; avoid straight roads; when in doubt, do something interesting
and try not to die.
After weeks of agony as I finished a book about a friend who grew up in
Nazi concentration camps, I was primed for a ride — a very long ride —
that would have nothing to do with Nazi concentration camps. So on July
5, at 7:12 a.m., I had an early-morning dog walker shoot a picture of me
and my bike on the Strand in Manhattan Beach, Calif., and I headed
north as quickly as possible. Which is not very fast, given my CBR’s
maximum speed of about 85 miles per hour, downhill with a tailwind.
If you draw a straight line between Los Angeles and Yellowstone
National Park, one of my bucket-list waypoints, it goes straight through
Death Valley, where temperatures had hit a record American high of 129
degrees the week before. So I curved my route in a clockwise orientation
instead, escaping Death Valley’s withering heat through the Owens
Valley, on the eastern side of the Sierra Nevada. In dodging the lowest,
hottest part of the Lower 48, I rode past its highest point, Mount
Whitney, rising above the valley in all its sawtoothed grayness.
With Whitney still in sight, I banged a right in Big Pine, Calif., twisting
up Route 168 over Westgard Pass and then into Nevada, to Tonopah, then
up Big Smoky Valley. The skies ahead were starting to look like bruises,

and I could see mare’s-tails of hanging rain under the thunderheads, the
rain evaporating in the high desert air before it hit the ground.
At Eureka, Nev., I called it a day. The next day, I would make my first
big mistake.
The sane
way to ride a
motorcycle
alone in the
desert entails
traveling
what we
veteran
motorcyclists
call “paved
roads.” The
problem was
that in
northeastern
Nevada — in
particular,
between
Eureka and
Wells —
these tend to
be straight,
endless, mind-numbing affairs. Those long straightaways include soulstirring vistas right out of “Bonanza” on either side, to be sure. But they
definitely weren’t ideal for my mini-motored Honda.
Route 892, according to Google Maps, would save many miles and
whisk me past the Diamond Mountains onto the Pony Express National
Historic Trail, which would deliver me into the lush Ruby Valley, with
the soaring Ruby Mountains on the left and soul-quenching Ruby Lake
on the right. Would I also thump over a pair of dusty ruby slippers?
There was only one way to find out.
I consulted the ultimate authority: the young woman, with just one
visible piercing, behind the desk at the Eureka Best Western.
“The Diamond Mountains are my favorite mountains ever,” she said.
“Just don’t hit a deer. My daddy has hit more deer on that road than he
has fingers. There’s a dirt road you have to find, to get across to Ruby
Valley, but a car can make it through.”

What could go wrong?
Route 892 transitioned from asphalt into a wonderful, graded gravel
road. I was humming along at 50 m.p.h.; the bike was ideally suited for
the road surface. Just as I started getting antsy — in a directional sense
— another dirt road curved off to the east, about where I thought I
wanted to go, with a sign marking the Pony Express National Historic
Trail. Did I want to ride my tiny, heavily laden new street bike across the
Nevada desert on a trail, however historically significant? Was this the
road that what’s-her-name, my impromptu guide, had been talking about?
I peeled off east onto the Pony Express trail, which was great. My CBR,
which looks more like a toy Ducati than a dirt bike, worked perfectly,
even with my generous, manly form and 50 pounds of gear straddled
atop its slight frame.
Then the mud started. At first, there were wet spots in the road at the
bottom of each gully. Then longer stretches of mud sprang up, one of
which practically had me paddling. I didn’t want to go back through that
one, and the ground ahead seemed to be rising, so I kept going.
The last muddy patch I encountered was a good hundred feet long.
Sometimes mud has dry traction an inch or so underneath. Sometimes it
doesn’t. This bit didn’t. By the time I found this out, there was no turning
back. The bike would slither a few feet forward, then stop against mud
piled up against the front wheel. I would pull it back a few inches, take
another little run, and gain two or three more feet. Or not. If I had tried to
get off the bike, we both would have fallen in the mud, with not much
real chance of getting back up.
I stopped, let my heart and the bike cool down, then tried for a few more
feet. The light weight and low seat height of my brave new Honda were
what saved me. I dimly realized that if I could dig my toes down into the
mud and reach some terra firma somewhere underneath, I could use that
tiny bit of grip to make halting, wheezing progress.
When I finally got there, muddied but not bloodied, Ruby Valley was
gorgeous. No slippers, but lovely all the same. I’ll go back there someday
and kayak down lush, meandering Ruby Lake. But I think I’ll take
another route to get there.
Copyright 2013 The New York Times. All rights reserved.

Gould’s Sugar House Ride T o Eat.
Saturday, Oct. 26.
We meet up at the Shell Gas station at Rt. 2 (exit 16) in
Orange, MA. at the Rt. 2/202 jnctn.
Arrive by 9:30am. Leaving at 10:00am Sharp for a
Guided back road barn storm of scenic farm roads,
shaded canopies of trees and twisted roads. Arriving at
Gould’s Sugar House, Rt. 2 in Shelburne Falls by approx.
11:00am for the BEST Waffles, Pancakes, Corn Fritters,
Hot Coffee and pickles. Weather is always unpredictable.
We’ve ridden in sun, rain, sleet and even snow so dress
accordingly.
BE There!
BMW Confirms Production E Scooter for 2014
BMW Motorrad confirmed its electric scooter design, the C evolution,
will enter production in 2014. The Bavarian marque promised the new
Beemer scoot at the Frankfurt Motor Show, where the company also
touted its record year-to-date sales tally. BMW also teased four new
motorcycle models will debut before the year’s end.
“I am proud to say that BMW Motorrad is coming into top form – just in
time for its 90th anniversary,” said BMW AG executive Peter
Schwarzenbauer in a transcript of the Frankfurt Show presentation.
“Although the relevant market volume has halved over the last five
years, we remain on course for a new sales record. We sold nearly 84,000
motorcycles in the year to the end of August.”
Schwarzenbauer continued to herald BMW’s inroads into the Asian and
South American markets. He then introduced the C evolution “a maxiscooter from BMW Motorrad –
customized for emission-free driving in the city.”
The C evolution joins BMW’s C 600 Sport and C 650 GT models in the
scooter lineup. BMW has long teased an electric scooter, with the C
evolution the third of such models to unveiled at bike shows in recent
years. The evolution debuted last August, with limited test rides offered

during the London Olympics. At the time it was promised as “near
production.”
Lithium-ion batteries powering the C evolution are sourced from BMW’s
electric i3 and can be recharged from a conventional plug-in power
outlet. Schwanrzenbauer confirms a range of up to 100 kilometers (62
miles) from the new electric scooter (read more on the BMW e scooter
specs in the BMW C evolution First Look).
The Frankfurt presentation did not announce pricing, or whether the C
evolution will make it to the US market like its internal combustion kin –
which debuted as 2013 models.

Airhead Clutch Cables Suck
by John Van Hook
I was riding the 1984 RT BMW today .... I was about 35 ish miles from
home downshifting to exit the highway when my clutch cable broke ...
Rut Row.
I veered back onto the highway. I can still shift up and down ( crunch
crunch) but now if I stop there is no way to get started back up. Crap !
But there is hope ... I am still driving along at highway speed.
Either give up here and call for the $$$ tow truck, or go as far as I can...
The closer I get the better, so I just started heading home. Oh and gas
will be close.
An hour later I had made it all the way to the driveway without needing
to come to a complete stop !!!!!
That included three traffic lights, a four way stop and a stop at a T
intersection !
You know how sometimes the lights are against you, or with you?
Well sometimes it really really matters ...
I am buying two new clutch cables, one to keep as a spare in the bikes
luggage ...

Larz Anderson
2013
by Dave
Harmacek

DUMMERSTON PIE FEST
1038 East West Road
Dummerston, VT
(802) 254-9158
www.dummerston.com | susanna@griefen.com
Ages: 0 and up
Cost: Free
Parking: Yes - Free
Features: Snack Stand, Port-a-potty, Dog Friendly, Picnic
Area
October 13, 2013
Held on the commons in Dummerston, VT town's center
every year on the Sunday of Columbus Day Weekend.
•
•
•

7:30am-11:00am Fireman's Pancake Breakfast
10:00am-4:00pm Craft Fair
10:00am There will be 1500 "Church-made" pies
sold whole or by the piece served under the tent
with homemade ice cream, fresh donuts, hot cider
and VT cheddar cheese.

This bike and it's owner were camping at the Finger Lakes Rally,
Walkins Glen
Hidden Valley
campground on
Labor Day
morning. Heavy
rain,
thunderstorms,
and intense
downdraft broke
this branch off.
Its amazing
nobody got hurt.

A nice loop thru
central NH might
include a stop at the
site of the now retired
Yankee Siege. It's
located on rt 31 near
Greenfield State Park.
There is a trebuchet, a
large crane and
wrecking ball, many
medieval structures
and a huge iron gate.
Rt 31 is a nice ride
and there are many
twisty roads and
scenic areas nearby.
I like to take my ZRX
up that way and it's
fun to ride up the back
of nearby Crotches
Mountain Ski area.
by Ken Springhetti
Tobacco curing in an
old barn.
by Ken Springhetti

Why NOT to Stand When Riding
•
You Can Lose Balance thru Neutrality - Previously we mentioned
Balance and Neutrality as being one of the "Pros" for the standing
position, right?
There's a flipside to this though when you have a slip
or make a mistake and your body position gets out-of-sync with what the
motorcycle is doing. For example, what happens if you hit an unseen
rock that's down in a deep puddle while in the standing position? The
bike might slow down dramatically, but your unattached weight will tend
to go forward, over the handlebars (if extreme enough.) Had you been
sitting, the effect of slowing rapidly down might not have been so severe.
By getting knocked off to the left or right and for a variety of reasons,
standing while dual sport riding can also lead to losing control of the
bike.
•
Handlebar Leverage - Try standing on your bike and then sitting,
working the handlebars back and forth in each position. Notice the
difference? While good riding technique typically won't require much
strength or force on the handlebars, a stable control of them is preferred,
and control is definitely better when seated. Obviously, having the best
control possible could make be the difference when accidentally hitting
obstacles or needing to make a move!
•
Hand & Foot Controls - Much the same as with the handlebars,
your control over the clutch, gearshift, front and rear brakes will
probably not be as easy or precise when standing. Shifting can be done
standing up, but it involves a bit more effort for most of us than when
sitting. The rear brake especially is more difficult to apply proper
pressure to, which is of particular interest because much of your dirt and
sand dual sport riding should be done with a rear brake only. You don't
even need to be riding to test this out. Just put your bike on the center
stand and give it a try.• Delayed Stopping - IF by chance an animal,
car, or something else were to suddenly appear in front of you while
riding standing up, guess what? You pretty much need to sit down before
you can really slam on the brakes. Try braking hard enough while
standing, and you'll flip right over the handlebars. So of course you need
to sit down first, which might only take a fraction of a second...but that
fraction of a second might make the difference of stopping safely vs.
crashing. Enough said.

•
Jumping Off - We talked about this in the list of "Pros," too. If an
animal, car or some other obstruction suddenly enters your path of
motorcycle travel, jumping clear off the bike might be the safest thing to
do. Quite the opposite of the "stopping" issue in the point above, jumping
off the bike requires that you squat down to a near sitting position first.
(Think about it: You can't jump without first bending your legs, right?)
So again, if you're already in a standing position, jumping off might
require an extra fraction of a second, and that extra fraction of a second
could be the difference between safety or injury...or worse.
•
Tapping Your Feet - In dual sport riding through sand, mud, and
dirt, everyone has the occasional "slip" and need to help the weight of the
bike get back up to where it should be. While this correction can often be
made with just the handlebars and pressure on the foot pegs, sometimes
tapping a foot on the ground can make all the difference (of course that
can only be done under certain speeds.) Again, picture yourself standing
on the bike and needing to tap your foot down in a split second to correct
a slip out. Can't reach the ground, right? Alas, the seated position has its
place in dual sport riding.
•
Lacking Mirror Visibility – Can you see what’s in your
motorcycle’s mirrors when you’re standing? Probably not, so there’s one
more safety consideration for why NOT to stand! From Ride Adventures
sub by Brent Massey.
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Ride  To  Eat  -  Eat  To  Ride  
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Membership  Form  

The  Yankee  Beemers  have  been  a  driving  force  in  the  New  England  BMW  
motorcycle  scene  since  1984.  We  are  an  enthusiastic  group  of  BMW  motorcycle  
owners,  riders  and  restorers  comprising  of  members  from  New  England  to  
California.  Our  goal  is  to  promote  camaraderie  among  our  members  through  
year-round  monthly  breakfast  meetings  as  well  as  through  our  monthly  
newsletter,The  Boxer  Shorts,  and  with  many  seasonal  campouts  and  rides.  
Non-BMW  riders  are  also  welcome!.  
  

Name:  
Phone:  
Address:  
Cell:  
  
Email:  
City:  
Bikes  owned:  
State:  
Zip:  
  
  
  
MOA#:                                
    
RA  #:  
  
AMA#:  
Application  type:                New    ☐                                                  Renewal  ☐                                  
YB  #:  
Member  type:      Regular   ($30)  ☐        Non-‐BMW  Owner   ($30)   ☐      Associate  
(+$5)  ☐  
Additional  Regular  Member:
Associate  name:                                                                                                  
(Associate  has  no  voting  rights)  
Fee  Schedule:  

A  single  BMW  owner  in  a  household  Ȃ  Regular  membership  -‐  cost  $30  
Two  BMW  owners  in  a  household  -‐  Both  are  Regular  members  -‐  cost  $35  
One  non-‐BMW  owner  in  a  household  -‐  Associate  membership  -‐  cost  $30  
Two  non-‐  BMW  owners  in  a  household  -‐  Both  are  Associate  members-‐  cost  $35  
Membership  Expires  12/31  ,  You  may  also  renew  online  using  PayPal  at  
www.yankeebeeers.org.  Check  out  our  forum!  

Please  mail  this  form  with  a  check  payable  to:    
Yankee  Beemers,  Inc.  
P.O  Box  215  1
Fitchburg,  MA  01420  
  

  

  
  
  

NEXT BREAKFAST MEETING
Sunday October 20th 8:30 am
Willowbrook Restaurant
16 Hastings St.
Mendon, MA
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